Abstract. The collaborative filtering techniques is applied to cost estimation of software projects in the paper, and four methods to calculate similarity in collaborative filtering are introduced which are cosine similarity, Euclidean distance, adjusted cosine similarity and correlation correction similarity. These methods are applied in USP05-FT projects to estimate cost, and the experimental results show that the adjusted cosine similarity and correlation correction similarity are better than other similarity calculation methods whose accuracy has reached more than 75%.
Introduction
Cost estimating and cost management ar one of the core tasks of software project management. In developing the project plans, it is necessary to make an estimate of the duration of the project， cost ，manpower and other resources what does project need .The common methods to estimate cost for software projects fall into three main categories: algorithmic cost estimation, expert judgment and estimation by analogy. Algorithmic estimation involves the application of mathematical models, such as COCOMO [2] [3] [4] , which is mainly a data-driven method, so it is objective and repeatable; accuracy of result estimated depends on the model constructed. Expert judgment relies on the experience and the judgment of experts, so it is subjective and unrepeatable, accuracy of expert based prediction is erratic. The idea of analogy-based estimation is to determine the cost of the target project as a function of the known costs from similar historical projects [5] . Compared with the other two categories of estimation methods, It can be not only applied in the very early phase of a software project when detailed information about the project is not yet available, and can be but also later improved when more detailed information is accessible. The accuracy of cost estimation depends on similar projects selected, so it isn't suitable for projects to which they aren't similar. Collaborative Filtering is an important estimation technique in the information retrieval research domain. It is a method of making automatic predictions (filtering) about the interests of a user by collecting preferences or taste information from many users (collaborating). It is suitable for cost estimation of software projects. The similar projects can affect the accuracy of estimation; therefore, the problem is researched in the paper.
Collaborative Filtering
The underlying assumption of the collaborative filtering approach is that if a person A has the same opinion as a person B on an issue, A is more likely to have B's opinion on a different issue x than to have the opinion on x of a person chosen randomly. The common methods in computing similarity are Euclidean Distance, Cosine, Modify cosine and Pearson correlation.
Euclidean Distance: if uses rating look as the points in Euclidean space, then the distance in the points is similarity for them. If the common item set is Ij which include the items rated by user i and user j, Cosine ：If uses rate look as the vectors in n space, then the similarity between one user and the other user is defined as cosine between one vector and the other vector. If i r and j r are rating vectors by user i and user j, then the similarity between user I and user j is computed used Formula 2.
(2) Modify cosine: As the different user's rating scale does not considered in the cosine similarity, the modified cosine similarity is used to improve the defect by minus the average score of user rating for the project. If ij I is the common item set that are rated by user I and user j, i I and j I are separately the rate which is rate by user I and j, then the similarity between user I and user j is computed used Formula 3. Pearson correlation：If the common item set is Iij which include the items rated by user i and user
of the Pearson correlation similarity of two users I and j is defined as Formula 4. 
Cost Estimation Based on Collaborative Filtering
Collaborative Filtering is an important estimation technique in the information retrieval research domain [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . It has been successfully applied in both information filtering and E-commerce applications. Collaborative Filtering is applied in the cost estimation of software project, and the processes are illustrated in figure 1. Fig. 1 The processes of cost estimation A Definition is given for simplicity of description. Definition1. The historical data set DB where there are m projects with n attributes is defined for a m×n matrix, where rows in the matrix show projects and series show attributes. is project i, shows attribute j of project; and the values in the matrix show the value of attribute j for project i. if the attribute value is missing, then the value is empty. Normalize Attribute Value. Since each metric has different value range, this first step normalizes values of metrics so that the value range becomes [0, 1]. There are quantitative values and non-quantitative values in the set of attributes of projects, so the different method is used to normalize these attribute value. The method in [18] is used in the paper. Process Missing Value. One of the practical problems in using the estimation methods is that the historical project data usually contain substantial numbers of missing values. Especially, process metrics contain larger numbers of them since they are collected by hand. MDTs can give bad influences to the accuracy of estimation, so some complementary techniques have been developed for dealing with missing values. The techniques were: listwise deletion, mean imputation and some types of hot-deck imputation [14] . Listwise deletion is the simplest technique to ignore data sets that have missing values. Mean imputation is a technique to fill the missing values on a variable with the mean of data sets that are not missing. Hot-deck imputation is alternative forms of imputation that are based on estimates of the missing values using other variables from the subset of the data that have no missing values. Mean imputation is applied in the paper to compute simply. Compute Project Similarity. In this step, similarity sim(pa, pi) is computed between the target project pa and other projects pi using 4 methods which are described in the foregoing in order to compare the accuracy of cost estimation [9] [10] [11] .
Estimate Project Cost. The cost is calculated for the target project a p using ) , ( 
Example
Several projects are chosen from USP05 as an example to show the cost estimation, in that project 101 is known as the target project and the remaining projects are known as historical project set. As there are missing values and non-quantitative values in project set, the whole attribute values are normalized by the method in [7] , and the mean imputation are using for missing value in the experiment, the result normalized is shown in table 1. If project 101 is known as the target project to estimate cost, the similarity between project 101 and the others is computed using four methods, then the result of similarity is shown in figure 2 . As the amount of historical projects is too small, 2 projects are chosen as nearest neighbors by similarity, the cost is estimated using formula (6), the result of estimation are 3.880135019, 3.989211486, 3.114245525 and 3.116081903, and cost of project 101 is 2.5 in fact, so modify cosine is the most accuracy, The accuracy is over 75%, the amount of historical projects and nearest neighbors can decrease the accuracy.
Summary
Cost estimation is an important content in software project management, the method based on analogy is an effect algorithm to estimate cost whose accuracy has direct relationship with the choice of similar projects. Collaborative Filtering is an important estimation technique in the information retrieval research domain. It has been successfully applied in both information filtering and E-commerce applications. CF is applied in cost estimation in the paper, which chooses similarity projects with the target project in historical projects set by similarity which is computed by Euclidean distance, cosine similarity, modified cosine similarity and Pearson correlation similarity, and then the cost of the target project is predicted using weight sum. The method to estimate cost introduced in the paper is used to project set of USP05-FT, The results of experiment show that modified cosine similarity and correlation similarity are better than the others, and the accuracy of estimation may achieve to 75%.
